
If we start from the
premise that

BPI IS
BARD COLLEGE

how can we make decisions 
that best enable us to 
realize that basic principle?



ALUMNI VO I CES

PATHWAYSTOEQUITY
“My dedication to serving and protecting the health 

of the people in New York City began in a cramped 

classroom in Taconic Correctional Facility as prisoner 

09G0379. Today, I am one in an army of public health 

advisers working to save the lives of our neighbors.

We are exhausted. Our floors aren’t getting 

vacuumed and we are living off frozen dinners 

and fast food, but reducing the number of COVID 

infections is worth it. Our work is largely invisible;

success in public health is often what you don’t 

see. In the era of COVID, every empty ICU bed is an 

indication we are winning.

There were over 300 women in the prison where I 

received my education. Their pathway to prison was 

sewn into the fabric of their origins much the same 

way the pathway to college is stitched into middle 

and upper-class communities. Obtaining even a

high school education was formidable when every 

day presents a struggle against homelessness, food 

insecurity, abuse and even technology knowledge 

gaps. Our failure to address the inequities in these 

communities contributes to incarceration.

Just 15 of those 300 women were able to attend BPI. 

Expanding funding for prison education ensures a 

prison compound can hold the same promise as a 

college campus. We can break the cycle of inequity 

and tap the potential of people in prison with a

simple investment in college coursework.”

— STACY BURNETT ‘20
» Read her full article onBPI’s blog or at New York Daily News
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full article

START SMALL
AND PLAN TO GROW

1999 - undergraduate volunteers

2001 - credit-bearing courses  

2005 - first AADegree graduation  

2008 - first BADegree graduation

2012 - reentry, alumni engagement, and  
advocacy

https://bpi.bard.edu/alumni-opinion-the-education-prisoners-deserve/
https://bpi.bard.edu/alumni-op-ed-when-communities-unite-during-covid-19/
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MATHEMATICSFIRST-YEAR

STUDENT
EXPERIENCE
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ACLEARCHOICE
ALUMNI VO I CES

CHALLENAdaGES&CHANGES
“In 2019, I came home to the Capital

“Believing that incarcerated citizens
District committed to being a positive

constitute a separate and distinct population
force in my community. Within a blink of

can give the country only a false sense of
an eye, I was speaking publicly to a room

comfort and security. No matter how hard we
full of people at the NYS Capitol about

try, no matter how justified we feel, America
my experiences, calling for justice. Then I

cannot amputate more than 2.2 million people
was interviewing to be an organizer for a

from the social body. Ninety-five percent of
statewide organization and was ultimately

us will return; if nothing changes, most of us
hired to begin in January 2020.

will return ill-prepared to make meaningful Like many others, I did not see what
contributions to society. would come in 2020— the challenges and

There is a clear choice.
changes, the pain of increased televised

police brutality, and a global pandemic that

America can have wastelands of discarded human
would highlight the systems of oppression

potential, and all of the “success” that produces—
and harm that so many among us have been

high incarceration rates, more crime, and more hurt
speaking about for lifetimes. I needed to find

people—or institutions that promote intellectual
a way to be an advocate, an activist, and an

growth and civic engagement. We cannot have both.”
organizer during crisis and pandemic, during

tion
extreme tragedy and pain. I was able to do that

effectively by transitioning from the position I
Educa

— RODNEY SPIVEY-JONES ‘17 was hired for into being the co-founder of my

Higher» Listen to the full podcast interview in The Appeal own organization, All Of Us Community

Action Group.” of
ce

— SHAWN YOUNG ‘19
Pla

» Read his full article on BPI’s blog
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ADAPTATION
BIO 304 Cell Biology
This course examines the molecular and biochemical mechanisms involved in processes 
relating to eukaryotic cellular organization, communication, movement, reproduction, and 
death. These topics are considered through close reading of the primary and secondary 
literatures. Discussions of review articles on particular topics precede in-depth discussions 
of one or more research articles in those areas. The literature is read with the objective of 
understanding the current models describing cellular processes, as well as the experimental 
rationale and the modern techniques used to probe fundamental cellular mechanisms and 
test the models.

ART 107 Drawing I
Drawing I is an introduction to the fundamentals of drawing. The course will focus primarily on drawing from reality, with some exploration of invented
imagery using skills learned. For reference and example we will study both traditional master drawings and contemporary work. Formal concepts including 
measurement, proportion, contour, volume, space (both positive and negative space), texture, mark making, composition, and perspective will be covered.
Assignments will consist of drawing from still life, portraiture, and interior spaces. Working from observation, the course will develop students' perceptual, 
technical, and conceptual abilities related to drawing. Group critiques with discussion will be an integral part of the learning process.

HIST 120 Histories of the Caribbean
For more than five centuries, the Caribbean has 
stood at a crossroads in the histories of the 
Americas, Europe, and Africa. Its importance for 
world history stems in part from the region's 
geopolitical and economic significance, from 
extensive migration connecting the region to most 
major areas of the globe, and from its resultant 
racial and ethnic complexity. The region's 
importance is also derived from its dramatic 
historical transformations, including the near total 
destruction of its indigenous population, the rapid 
expansion of plantation  agriculture  and 
importation of millions of enslaved Africans, the 
subsequent waning and overthrow of these 
systems, the profound global implications of the 
Haitian and Cuban revolutions, and the rise and fall 
of authoritarian rulers. The Caribbean is thus an 
ideal place from which to explore many of the 
central themes and contradictions of modern 
history: slavery and freedom, colonialism and 
independence, despotism and revolution, racial 
hierarchy and political equality, nationalism and 
transnationalism, and migration and creolization. In 
this course, we will examine these themes in the 
Caribbean with a focus on the Dominican Republic, 
Haiti, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Jamaica.

LIT 376 American Modernist Literature: 1914-1945
This course will explore a diverse range of American poetry, short fiction, and nonfiction from the 
modernist period, which runs from the First World War to the end of the Second World War. We will 
study the emergence of a distinctly modernist literary canon and devote particular attention to the 
Harlem Renaissance. Writers to be discussed include W.E.B. Du Bois, Gertrude Stein, William Carlos 
Williams, T.S. Eliot, Mina Loy, Langston Hughes, Claude McKay, Countee Cullen, Zora Neale Hurston, 
Nella Larsen, William Faulkner, and Richard Wright.

ANTH 242 Immigration in the United States
An introduction to contemporary issues on immigration, transnational migration, 
citizenship, and the border. This course provides an overview of the historical and 
political processes that have shaped past and present anti-immigrant discourse and 
immigration policies. Ethnographic case studies will allow us to further explore issues
related to the motivation for migration, immigrant families and households, gender
relations, and labor market participation. Texts may include Leo Chavesʼ Shadowed
Lives: Undocumented Immigrants in American Society; Jason de Leon's The Land of
Open Graves. Living and Dying on the Migrant Trail; and Peter Kwonʼs Forbidden
Workers: Illegal Chinese Immigrants and American Labor.

CMSC 201 Data Structures and Algorithms
This course introduces students to essential principles of program 
design and analysis. Building on basic programming skills, we will 
focus on the construction of more sophisticated and reliable 
computer programs that employ the most important data 
structures. Data structures, common ways in which data is 
organized and manipulated, are an important aspect of modern 
programs. Consequently, throughout the course students will 
learn to create and use the most useful data structures, including 
files, lists, stacks, trees, and graphs. Students will write several 
programs, ranging from short lab assignments to larger systems 
of their own design. Prerequisite: CMSC 141 - Introduction to 
Object-Oriented Programming

FOR 
ACADEMIC 
CONSISTENCY

https://bpi.bard.edu/press-clip/justice-in-america-episode-30-a-conversation-with-rodney-spivey-jones-and-max-kenner/
https://bpi.bard.edu/alumni-opinion-the-fight-beyond-the-wall/


DURINGCOVID-
19  PANDEMIC

As of Fall 2020

362
STUDENTS

ENROLLED

+94

E

As of Spring 2021,

COLLEGE 
RESPONSIBILITIES

ACADEMIC DECISION-MAKING

RECOGNITION OF 
STUDENT & 
ALUMNI 
MEMBERSHIP 
AND LEADERSHIP

ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND ASSESSMENT 
SYSTEMS & 
PRACTICES

715
DEGREES

AA + BA DEGREES
CONFERRED

S

750+
A LUMNI

RETURNEDHOME
FROMPRISON

+40

R

As of Fall 2020

+88



SENIOR 
PROJECTS

Higher Education: A Cause of
or Cure for Inequality?

A Mathematical Model of Salt Dispersal 
and Accumulation in Lake Clear

The Myth of Immigrant America
and the Federalization of Immigration Control

Praying in Tongues: Dispossession, Reclamation, 
and the Mirrored Self in Postcolonial Literature

Black Women, Liberation Politics,
and the Complexities of Intersectionality

From Redlines to Bloodlines: Social Inequality 
and the Nutritional Effects of Genetic Disease

Solving Non-Constant Ordinary Linear Differential Equations 
with Laplace Transforms



GARDENS

DEBATE

PEER TUTORING

EVENTS & GUEST 

LECTURES



24+
DISTINCT FIELDS 
OF EMPLOYMENT
including business and 
government, real estate 
development, public health, 
philanthropy, technology, 
and across the advocacy and 
non-profit sector

4
FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMS
public health, education,
community engagement
and sustainability, and
Ford Foundation business
associates

3
FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP 
BARD  DEGREE  PROGRAMS 
IN NYC AND
ON MAIN CAMPUS

40+
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
ATTENDED POST-RELEASE



IN PRISONS IN C O M M UN IT IE S ON C A M P U S

THE BARD MICROCOLLEGES
In 2016, BPI reimagined its foundational college 
program through the launch of Bard Microcollege, a 
tuition-free college education offered in partnership with 
community-based institutions.

HOLYOKE, MA Bard Microcollege Holyoke
in partnership with The Care Center

BROOKLYN, NY Bard at Brooklyn Public Library
in partnership with Brooklyn Public Library

HARLEM, NY Bard Microcollege for
Just Community Leadership

in partnership with JustLeadershipUSA 
and College & Community Fellowship



CONSORTIUM FOR 
THE LIBERAL ARTS

IN PRISON

COMMUNITY  
OF PRACTICE

SUMMER

RESIDENCY


